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Concrete Strength CS Updates 

Concrete Strength 

2024 updates 
• Updates for AASHTO T24 – no updates
• Updates for AASHTO T148 – no updates
• Updates for AASHTO T231 – added new slides with pictures checking specimens
• Updates for AASHTO C1231 – no Updates
• Updates for AASHTO T22 - Density Calculations, Perpendicularity - how to measure, extra problem 

for diameter, and compressive strength, verification of alignment.
• Updates for AASHTO T97

o Updated 0.38 to 0.40mm for leaf-type feeler gauge, Method change.

2023 updates
• Updates for T24 – Obtaining and Drilling Cores and Sawed Beams

o (2.2-2.3)  M339M/M339, Thermometers Used in the Testing of Construction Materials.
 E1, Standard Specification for ASTM Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers
 E230/E230M, Standard Specification for Temperature-Electromotive Force (emf) Tables for

Standardized Thermocouples
 ASTM E2877, Standard Guide for Digital Contact Thermometers
 IEC 60584-1:2013 Thermocouples – Part 1:  EMF Specifications and Tolerances

o (7.7) Measurement – Measure the length and diameter of the core.
o (9.2) The thermometer for measuring the temperature of the water shall meet the requirements of

M339M/M339 with a temperature range of at least 19 to 27⁰C (66.4 to 80.6⁰F) and an accuracy of
±0.5⁰C (±0.9⁰F) (see Note 17)
• NOTE 17:  Thermometer types suitable for use include ASTM E1 mercury thermometers; ASTM

E2877 digital metal stem thermometer; ASTM E230/E230M thermocouple thermometer, Type T,
Special; or IEC 60584 thermocouple thermometer, Type T, Class 1.

• Updates for T148 – Measuring Length of Cores
o (4.1)  This test method requires that at least one end of the core be a finished or formed surface.
o (6.1)  Cores used as specimens for length measurement shall be obtained in accordance with T24M/T24

and be in every way representative of the concrete in the structure from which they are removed.
• Updates for T 231- Sulfur Capping - no updates for 2023
• Updates for C1231- Neoprene Capping – No Updates for 2023
• Updates for T22 – Testing Strength
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o (7.4)  The thermometer for measuring the temperature of the water shall meet the requirements of 
M339M/M339 with a temperature range of at least 19 to 27⁰C (66.4 to 80.6⁰F) and an accuracy of 
±0.5⁰C (±0.9⁰F) (see Note 11) 
• NOTE 11:  Thermometer types suitable for use include ASTM E1 mercury thermometers; ASTM 

E2877 digital metal stem thermometer; ASTM E230/E230M thermocouple thermometer, Type T, 
Special; or IEC 60584 thermocouple thermometer, Type T, Class 1.  

o (8.3.1)  Unless otherwise specified by the specifier of tests, for this methos, the test age shall start at the 
beginning of casting specimens. 

o (9) CALCULATON 

 

    NOTE:  Use at least five digits for the value of ∏ , that is, use 3.1416 or a more precise value. 

(9.3)  If required, calculate the density of the specimen to the nearest 10kg/m3 (1lb/ft3) using the applicable method. 
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o (10) REPORT 
• Specimen identification 
• Serial number of delivery ticket, if available. 

o (10.1.7)  If the average of two or more companion cylinders tested at the same age is reported, calculate 
the average compressive strength using the unrounded individual compressive strength values.  Report 
the average compressive strength rounded to the nearest 0.1 Mpa (10psi); 

o (Figure 2) – Sketches of Types of Fracture 
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 Updates for T97 – Beams 

o (5)  APPARATUS: 
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o  

2021-2022 updates 

• Update for T22 for the bearing blocks, location:  Appendix for AASHTO T22 
The bottom bearing block is specified for the purpose of providing a readily machineable surface for 
maintenance of the specified surface conditions (note 4).  The top and bottom surfaces shall be parallel to each 
other.  Its least horizontal dimension shall be at least 3 percent greater than the diameter of the specimen to be 
tested.  Concentric circles, as described in section 5.2, are optional on the bottom block.  NEW:  (If required, the 
bottom bearing block may be fully supported by spacer blocks.  Spacer blocks shall be made of solid steel with 
parallel top and bottom faces.  One vertical center hole up to 19mm (0.75 in.) in diameter is permissible.  
Spacer blocks shall not be in direct contact with the specimen or the retainers for unbounded caps.) 
 

• Update for T22 under Load Indication, location :  Appendix for AASHTO T22: 
Note 9:  Readability is considered to be 0.5mm (0.02 in.) along the arc described by the end of the pointer.  Also, 
one half of the scale interval is about as close as can reasonably be read when the spacing on the load-indicating 
mechanism is between 1mm (0.04 inch) and 2mm (0.08 inch).  When the spacing is between 2mm and 3mm, 
one-third of a scale interval can be read with reasonable certainty.  When the spacing is 3mm or more, on fourth 
of a scale interval can be read with reasonable certainty. 
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• Update for T22  Table 2 Permissible Time Tolerances, location:  Currently Slide 23 
They deleted the percentages and added the note below the table:  For test ages not listed, the test age 
tolerance is ± 2.0 percent of the specified age. 

 

2020 – Updates 
• AUDIT NOTIFICATION SLIDE ADDED TO ALL MANUALS:  To all material testers, who 

work on Missouri Highways, this includes Consultants, Contractors, City, County, and 
MoDOT workers; you will be audited by MoDOT IAS Inspectors and sometimes FHWA 
personnel.  
 

• AASHTO T 148 updated the apparatus used for verification of the measuring device.  
The calibration blocks were replaced with a Verification Cylinder.  Multiple verification 
cylinders of different lengths may be needed to verify the measuring device. 
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Required Audits
All testers on Federal-Aid Projects (MoDOT or Off-System) 
are required by the FHWA to be audited at least once per 
year.

Reasons:

• To ensure proper test procedures are being utilized.

• To ensure testing equipment is calibrated and operating 
properly.

• Types of Audits;  procedure or comparison.

• Be Proactive; schedule your audit as early as possible with 
MoDOT Materials in district offices, do NOT wait till the end 
of the year.

• Provide Proof; when audited, present a MoDOT 
Certification Card, image, or a MoDOT Letter to IAS auditor.

AASHTO  T 24
Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores

and 

Sawed Beams of Concrete

Rev 04/04/2023

SCOPE

This standard method covers obtaining, 

preparing, and testing cores drilled from 

concrete for length or compressive strength.  

This method also covers sawed beams of 

concrete.

Note:  Cores for Splitting Tensile Strength,  will 

not be covered in this certification.  Information 

on this topic can be found in the Appendix.

3

1

2

3
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SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

This test method provides standardized 
procedures for obtaining and testing specimens 
to determine the flexural strength of concrete. 

Sampling and sample preparation requirements 
are given to ensure that dimensional 
requirements are met and that the specimens 
are made of intact, sound concrete, and are as 
free of flaws as the particular structure will 
allow.

4

The acceptance criteria for core strength is to 
be established by the specifying authority 
which is MoDOT.  

MoDOT is responsible for the analysis or 
review and acceptance of the core test results.

5Significance and Use

It is up to MoDOT if testing cores with 

embedded metal or other fibers is allowed, 

even if the specimen does not meet 

AASHTO T 24.

6

When obtaining cores for purposes other than to 

determine strength, follow instructions provided 

by MoDOT. 

4

5

6
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EQUIPMENT

7

• Core Drill

• Thermometer

• Maturity Meter

• Plastic Bags

• Concrete Chop Saw

• Triangle

• Ruler

• Calipers

• Scale to 0.01lb

• See the appendix for 
more information.

• Quality Assurance (QA) cores will be  

extracted by the contractor and provided to 

the Quality Assurance Inspector for 

evaluation.

• The QA inspector should maintain possession 

of the QA cores from the time of extraction 

until they are tested. 

8

QA CORES

MoDOT EPG  - SAMPLING CORES

Cores shall not be taken until the concrete has 

reached a compressive strength of 3,000 psi. 

EPG 502.2.4.1

The location of Quality Control and Quality 

Assurance cores shall be determined using 

random sampling procedure ASTM D3665 in 

accordance with this method; AASHTO T 24. 

9

7

8

9
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Sample locations are determined using random 

sampling procedures in accordance with ASTM 

D 3665.

QC core  locations  are determined by the 

engineer.

RANDOM SAMPLES – ASTM D3665

10

  CORE LOCATIONS

PROJECT ________________________________ROUTE __________ MIX NO. ________________________

LOT NO.________DATE ____________________TECHNICIAN ____________________________________

SUBLOT

BEGINNING STATION "STA"

ENDING STATION

LENGTH OF SUBLOT "L"

WIDTH OF LANE

RANDOM NUMBERS

       SUBLOT        SUBLOT        SUBLOT        SUBLOT

        SET A

        SET B

      LONGITUDINAL LOCATION

      SUBLOT L A        X = L x A       BEG. STA         STA + X

      TRANSVERSE LOCATION

      SUBLOT WIDTH B   W = WIDTH - 2'          W x B      OFFSET = 1 + W x B

- ALWAYS MEASURE OFFSET FROM RIGHTHAND EDGE

- STAY APPROXIMATELY 1 FOOT FROM LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE JOINTS

Random 

Sample 

Location

Worksheet

11Sampling

Example Problem

12

Length = 1988ft     Width = 28ft     Depth = 12in.

Area = 1988 * 28 = 55664 sq. ft.

or 6184.9 sq. yds.

SUBLOT A SUBLOT B SUBLOT C SUBLOT D

LOT 3

Right Edge 

of Pavement

1050+00 1054+97 1059+94 1064+91 1069+88

Sampling

10

11

12
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  CORE LOCATIONS

PROJECT ________________________________ROUTE __________ MIX NO. ________________________

LOT NO.________DATE ____________________TECHNICIAN ____________________________________

SUBLOT

BEGINNING STATION "STA"

ENDING STATION

LENGTH OF SUBLOT "L"

WIDTH OF LANE

RANDOM NUMBERS

       SUBLOT        SUBLOT        SUBLOT        SUBLOT

        SET A

        SET B

      LONGITUDINAL LOCATION

      SUBLOT L A        X = L x A       BEG. STA         STA + X

      TRANSVERSE LOCATION

      SUBLOT WIDTH B   W = WIDTH - 2'          W x B      OFFSET = 1 + W x B

- ALWAYS MEASURE OFFSET FROM RIGHTHAND EDGE

- STAY APPROXIMATELY 1 FOOT FROM LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE JOINTS

Random 

Sample 

Location

13

From Random 

Number Table

Or 

Computer

Generated 

random 

numbers.

Sampling

1050+00 1054+97 1059+94 1064+91

1054+97 1059+94 1064+91 1069+88

Random Locations ASTM D3665 

Showing one sample per sublot

14

SAMPLE LOCATIONS =  

Sampling

1050+00 1054+97 1059+94 1064+91 1069+88

AGE OF CURED CORES
• Cores for compressive strength can be cured in 

any of the following time limits:

Today we will use the 28-day cure ± 20 hours.
15

13

14

15
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Tracking Time
28 Day Core

T

i 

m 

e

L

i

n

e 16

Date of pour

Coring may commence 3000 psi obtained

Core sealed in 

plastic bag

within 1 hour 

of extraction

Coring and 

preparation

Any wet 

preparation 

performed 

within 2 days 

of extraction

28th Day

23rd Day

Time allowed 

for end 

preparation 

and capping

No additional 

moisture 

introduced 5 days 

prior to breaking

2hr.

PROCEDURE - For a 28 Day Core

SAMPLING

• Note the date, when the concrete was 
placed. This date will be used to determine 
the testing day, which will be 28 days later.

• Determine the size of the core.  

– Less than 12” design thickness, obtain a
4” diameter core

– 12” or more design thickness, obtain a
6” diameter core

• Engineer marks random sample using ASTM 
D3665.

17

• After 3,000 psi is reached                            

drill on the engineer’s                             

random marked spot 

• Ensure the drill is perpendicular to surface 

and at least 6 inches away from formed joints 

or obvious edges of concrete pour. 

• NOTE:  This minimum distance does not apply to 

the formed boundaries of structural members.

18

16

17

18
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• When drilling, avoid creating ridges on the core 

surface by:   

- Ensuring the drill is held steady

- Use plenty of water

- Use a sharp drill bit

19

• Drill until base is reached, using plenty of 

water.

• Carefully extract the drilled core.

• Note the date and time of extraction.

20

• After extracting the core from the hole, wipe 

off the surface water and allow the remaining 

surface moisture                                            

to evaporate.

21

19

20

21
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• When the surface appears to be dry, write the 

following information on the side of the core:

– Job No.

– Route

– County

– Lot

– Sublot

– Station #

22

QC

1D

A numbering system can be 

used to identify cores.  The 

main concern is assuring no 

doubt when and where the 

core was taken.
Drilling a core

• NOTE:  AASHTO T 24 

mentions cores may be 

placed in plastic bags or 

nonabsorbent containers, 

MoDOT prefers drilled 

cores to be placed inside 

sealed plastic bags.   

23

Within one hour from 

extracting and labeling 

the core,  place it in a 

separate plastic bag.

• Maintain the core at 

ambient temperature 

and protect it from 

direct sunlight.

• For MoDOT projects, 

ambient temperature is 

defined as 60 to 80°F 

(16-26°C).
24

22

23

24
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NOTE:  If the core is leaving the QA

inspector’s possession;

*Place the sealed

core  in a

tamper-proof bag

immediately! 

25

• Transport the core to the testing lab as soon as 

possible.

Handle cores carefully.

Do NOT drop, toss, or 

allow the core to tumble in 

transit.  If any of these

happen, contact the

Resident Engineer (RE) 

immediately to get 

instructions on what to do

next.  A replacement core

may  be necessary.

26
Cracked core

AT THE LABORATORY

27

25

26

27
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• Any wet preparation such as “sawing” must be 

completed within 2 days of the extraction date. 

(Unless MoDOT approves otherwise.)

• Keep cores sealed in separate bags or 

containers at all times except for the 2 hours 

allowed for measuring, end preparation, and 

capping.

28

SAMPLE PREPARATION

29

Within 2 days of extraction:

• Measure and record core 

length for pavement 

thickness as extracted per          

AASHTO T 148. 

• The diameter shall be at least 

3.70 inches.

CORE THICKNESS

29

30

Complete 

sawing and end 

preparation in 

the 2-hour 

window, 

minimizing any 

exposure to 

water.

END 

PREPARATION

28

29

30
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END PREPARATION

• If the ends do not meet AASHTO T 22, saw 

the ends of cores prior to capping so that they 

meet the following:

– End Projections: Shall not be greater than 

0.2 inch (5mm) above end surfaces.

– End Surface:  Shall not depart from 

perpendicularity by a slope of more than 

1:8d    (d is average core diameter).

31

• After completing end preparation, wipe off 

surface moisture, allow the surfaces to dry, 

and place the cores in sealed plastic bags 

or containers. 

32

33

CORE LENGTH

31

32

33
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION

If possible, reduce the 

length of a core to L/D 

ratio of 2.0

34New Slide

• Measure two diameters at right angles to each 

other at the mid-height of the core and average 

them.

• The diameter must be at least 3.70 inches, or 

at least 2 times the *NMAS whichever is larger.  
*NMAS = Nominal Maximum Aggregate Size

• Report the average to the                                   

nearest 0.01 inch.

Note:  A core with less than 3.70 inches in diameter is 

permitted if the L/D is at least 1.0; report the reason for 

this exception.
35

CORE DIAMETER

• If the difference in the core diameters  exceed 

2% of their average, report to the nearest 

0.05 inch.

• For Drilled Cores; 

Do not test if the difference

between the largest and

smallest diameter

exceeds 5% of their average.

NOTE: 

Do not mix this up with AASHTO T22 and molded 

cylinders.  If any individual diameter of  a  cylinder 

differs from any other diameter of the same cylinder by 

more than 2% do not test.
36

34

35

36
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37

Use Table 7.9.1 to correct  the measured

Compressive Strength for cores with L/D ratios 

equal to or less than 1.75.

NOTE:  Use interpolation to determine the correction 

factor for L/D values not given in the table.

MEASUREMENT

• Length for Bonded Caps (AASHTO T 231), 

determine the Average Length before and after 

capping, use the length after capping to 

compute the length-diameter ratio (L/D).

• Length for Unbonded Caps (ASTM C1231), or 

a core with ground ends, determine the 

Average Length of the core to the nearest 1 

mm (0.05 inch) using a caliper as per AASHTO 

T 148. 

38

The last wetting must be completed no less 

than five days prior to testing.

Allow the cores to remain in sealed plastic bags 

undisturbed with no additional moisture and 

ready to test, unless MoDOT stipulates 

otherwise.

39Moisture Conditioning

37

38

39
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• Weigh the core.

– For bonded caps; weigh the core before 

capping.

– For Unbonded caps; weigh the core just 

before testing.

• Calculate the average (L/D).

• Divide the weight by the volume of the core, 

calculated from the average diameter and 

length measurement.

• Record the calculated density  to the nearest  

1lb/ft3.
40

CALCULATED DENSITY

41Capping

If the ends of the cores do not conform to the

planeness requirements of AASHTO T 22,

they shall be:

Sawed or ground to meet AASHTO T 22

or

Capped per AASHTO T 231 (Bonded Caps)

or

Capped per ASTM C1231 (Unbonded Caps)

CAPPING

WHEN TO CAP THE CORE

Bonded                    Un-Bonded

42AASHTO T 231 ASTM C1231

QC

1D

QC

1D
OR

40

41

42
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• After completing end-preparation, and after 

bonded capping,  wipe off surface moisture, 

allow the surfaces to dry, and place the core in 

a sealed plastic bag or airtight container.

• Cores are to remain in the sealed plastic 

bag/container for at least 5 days after last 

being wetted  before testing, unless MoDOT 

states otherwise.

43

CURING CONTINUATION

TESTING

• On the 28th day test the specimen in 

accordance with AASHTO T 22.

44

QC

1D

CALCULATIONS

• Calculate the compressive strength of each 

specimen using the computed cross-sectional 

area based on the average diameter of the 

specimen. (AASHTO T 22)

• If the ratio of the length to diameter (L/D) of the 

specimen is 1.75 or less, correct the result 

obtained multiplying by the appropriate 

correction factor shown in AASHTO T 24,  

Table 7.9.1.

45

43

44

45
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REPORTING THE RESULTS as required by AASHTO 

T 22 with the addition of the following information: 

• Length measure of core as drilled to the nearest 5mm 

(0.2 inch).

• Reason if diameter is less than 94mm (3.70 inch).

• Length T148, of the core before and after capping or 

end preparation to the nearest 2mm (0.1 inch), and 

average diameter of core to the nearest 0.2mm (0.01 

inch) or 2mm (0.1 inch).

• Compressive strength to the nearest 0.1MPa (10 psi) 

when the diameter is measured to the nearest 0.2mm 

(0.01 inch), and to the nearest 0.5 Mpa (50 psi) when 

the diameter is measured to the nearest 2mm (0.1 

inch), after correction for length/diameter ratio when 

required. 46

REPORTING MOISTURE CONDITION HISTORY

• Date concrete was placed, if known.

• Date and time obtained and first placed in sealed 

bag.

• If water was used during end preparation, the date 

and time end preparation was completed, and the 

core placed in sealed bag.

• Date and time when tested.

• Nominal maximum size of concrete aggregate.

• Calculated density to the nearest 20kg/m3 (1lb/ft3).

• The location, shape, and size of embedded metal, if 

MoDOT permits testing cores with embedded metal.

• Descriptions of defects in cores that could not be 

tested  and any deviations from AASHTO T 24. 47

Tracking Time 
Review
28 Day Core

T

i 

m 

e

L

i

n

e 48

Date of pour

Coring may commence 3000 psi obtained

Core sealed in 

plastic bag

within 1 hour 

of extraction

Coring and 

preparation

Any wet 

preparation 

performed 

within 2 days 

of extraction

28th Day

23rd Day

Time allowed 

for end 

preparation 

and capping

No additional 

moisture 

introduced 5 days 

prior to breaking

2hr.

46

47

48
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49

SAWED BEAMS

SAWED BEAMS

50

Beam Dimensions

• A beam specimen for the determination of 

Flexural Strength should have a square cross 

section.

• In general, cross section = 150mm x 150mm      

(6” x 6”) for nominal maximum size aggregate 

of 1” or more.

• But can be, Cross section = 100mm x 

100mm    (4” x 4”) for nominal maximum size 

aggregate of 1” or less.

51

49

50

51
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• Cross sectional dimensions should be within 

±2% of these nominal dimensions above.

• The test specimen should be at least 50mm 

(2”) longer than three times the nominal depth.

• Length = At least 530 mm (21 inches)

• Sawing Beams
• Sawed Surfaces shall be smooth, plane, parallel, 

and free from steps, ridges, and grooves.

• Handle with care to avoid chipping or cracking.

52

Beam Dimensions

Moisture Conditioning & Testing

• Cover surfaces of sawed beams with a wet 

burlap and plastic sheeting during transport 

and storage.

• Test the specimen within 7 days of sawing.

• Submerge the beams in lime-saturated water 

at 73.5 ± 3.5°F (23.0 ± 2.0°C) for at least 40 

hours immediately prior to flexural testing.

• Test the beam promptly after removal from 

water storage.

• Cover the beam with wet burlap between the 

removal from water storage to testing, in 

accordance with AASHTO T 97. 53

REPORTING (Beams)

• Report the location with respect to the 

position of the concrete as placed and the 

position of the sawed surfaces.

• Report the moisture condition at the time of 

testing as well as the orientation of finished, 

sawed, and tension faces with respect to 

their positions in the test apparatus.

• Report the results in accordance with the 

applicable provisions of AASHTO T 97.

54Sawed Beams

52

53

54
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AASHTO  T 148

Measuring Length of 
Drilled Concrete Cores

Revised 04/04/2023

SCOPE
• This test method covers determination of the 

thickness of a concrete pavement, slab, or 
structural element by measuring the length of a 
core drilled from a concrete structure.

2

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

• This method is used to determine the 
compliance of concrete construction with 
design specifications.  It is especially 
important in determining the thickness of 
pavements and other slab construction.

• This test method requires that at least one 
end of the core be a finished or formed 
surface.

3

1

2

3
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EQUIPMENT

• 9-point Measuring Device

• Measuring Rod : Rounded 
to a radius of 3 mm, with a 
scale spacing of 
1.0mm(0.10 in)

• Caliper (for measuring 
diameter)

• Verification Gauges: Used 
for verifying the 9-point 
measuring device

4

5

Equipment – Verification Gauges

Right circular cylinders 
with flat ends and a 
diameter approximately 
equal to the diameter of 
cores intending to be 
measured and a length in 
the range of the required 
measurements.

Equipment – 9 Point Measuring Device

6

4

5

6
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Equipment – Measuring Device

• Requirements:

–Measures along the axis of the core.

– Lower end holds core vertical using three 
symmetrically spaced supports. 

–Supports will be posts or studs made of hardened 
steel, ends which bear against the core will be 
rounded to a radius not less than ¼” and not 
more than ½”.

–Accommodates specimens with lengths over a 
range of at least 100 to 250 mm (4”-10”)

7

Equipment – Measuring device

• Measures cores that are full depth of the 
concrete pavement.

• Measures length at the center of the core and at 
eight points spaced at equal intervals along the 
circumference of a circle, with the center point at 
the center of the core whose radius is not less 
than ½ nor more than ¾ of the radius of the 
specimen.

8

• The measuring rod or rods will be rounded to a 
radius of 1/8” on the end that contacts the core.

• The measuring rod on one end is divided into 
tenths of an inch. 

• It is recommended to color in the grooves to make it 
easier to read by giving the ½” and 1” marks a 
different color.

• The 0.1” marks on the measuring rod will be 
verified.

Equipment – Measuring Rod

9

Measuring Rod

7

8

9
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TEST SPECIMENS
• Cores used as specimens for length measurement 

shall be obtained by AASHTO T24 and be in every way 
representative of the concrete in the structure from 
which they are removed. 

• The core shall be drilled with the axis normal to the 
surface of the structure, and the ends shall be free 
from all conditions not typical of the surfaces of the 
structure.

• If a drilled core included particles of aggregate 
bonded to the bottom surface, the bonded particles 
shall be removed by wedging or by chisel and 
hammer to expose the lower surface of the concrete.

10

PROCEDURE

• First, verify the apparatus so that errors caused by 
mechanical imperfections in the apparatus are 
known.

• If the difference between the length measured 
with the apparatus and the known length of the 
verification gauge exceeds 0.25 mm (0.01 inch), 
apply corrections to the core length 
measurements.

11

Equipment Verification:

12

Using a tape measure 
take a rough 
measurement to the 
tallest point.  This 
measurement will help 
to determine what size 
Verification Cylinder 
you will need to use.

10

11

12
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13Equipment –Verification

14

Using a 4X8 or a 6 X12  
Verification Cylinder with flat 
ends and a diameter 
approximately equal to the 
diameter of cores intending 
to be measured and a length 
in the range of the required 
measurements. 

Equipment – Verification

PROCEDURE

• Cores that show abnormal defects or have been 
damaged will be replaced.

• Any particles of the base material that are 
attached to the bottom of the core shall be 
removed; may use a wire brush or chisel.

• Care should be exercised not to remove any of the 
concrete when removing attached particles.

15

13

14

15
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16

Insert the core, 
placing the driving 
surface down against 
the three hardened 
steel supports.

Procedure

17

The plexi-glass plate has a 
hole in the center with two 
sets of eight holes in a 
circumference around it. 

Use the inside set for  
4” diameter cores.

Use the outside set for  
6” diameter cores.

Note:  It is useful to label 
the holes as shown in the 
picture.

Take 9 Measurements

Procedure

• Insert the measuring rod 
into hole #1 and bring to 
rest on the core.

• Take the verified set height 
of the device and from the 
core surface start counting 
the tenths of an inch on 
the rod backwards from 
that number, interpolating 
the nearest .05 inch.

• Record this as the height 
for that hole.

• Repeat process for the 
remaining 8 holes.

18Procedure

16

17

18
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Example:

19

From the top of the core count backwards each tenth of 
an inch up to the

bottom of the plexi-glass.

Interpret to the nearest 0.05

Inch.  The core shown would 

be  13.35 inches.

Record each measurement

to the nearest 0.05 inch.

Average the nine 

measurements expressed

to the nearest 0.1 inch.

0.50”

1.00”

1.50”

• If one or more of the eight locations are found not 
to be representative of the plane of the core, the 
core shall be rotated slightly, and nine new 
measurements taken. 

NOTE: Pavements with  open-graded aggregate 
cannot use this provision because of the great 
number of projections or voids.

20Procedure

REPORTING
• Take 9 measurements and record each to the 

nearest 0.05”.

• The length of the concrete core is the average of the 
nine measurements reported to the nearest 0.1”.

21Updated slide

Example
Record:

19

20

21
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Common Errors:

• Not verifying the measuring rod.

• Misreading the measuring rod.

• Adding when you should be subtracting or 
subtracting when you should be adding.

• Improperly setting the height of the upper 
plate.

• Not centering the core.

• Not removing attached foreign particles.

• Removing some of the concrete when 
removing foreign particles.

22

22
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AASHTO T 231
T231 Capping Cylindrical Concrete 

Specimens

Revised 08/16/2023

SCOPE

This method covers the apparatus, materials, 
and procedures for. . .

A. Capping freshly molded concrete cylinders 
with neat  cement.

B. Capping hardened cylinders and drilled 
concrete cores with sulfur mortar or high 
strength gypsum plaster.  

2

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

• This practice describes procedures for 
providing plane surfaces on the end 
surfaces of freshly molded concrete 
cylinders, hardened cylinders, or drilled 
concrete cores when the end surfaces do 
not conform with the planeness and 
perpendicularity requirements of 
applicable standards.

3

1

2

3
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EQUIPMENT
• Alignment Devices: 

Suitable alignment devices 

such as guide bars shall be

used in conjunction with 

capping plates to ensure

that no single cap will 

depart from the perpendicularity 

of the cylindrical specimen 

by more than 0.5 degrees.

(Equal to the slope of approximately ¼ in. in 12 in.)
4

5

• Melting Pot for Sulfur Mortar:  Equipped 
with automatic temperature controls and 
made of metal. 

SAFETY:  If not a peripheral heating pot, place 
a metal rod or metal ladle in the pot that 
touches the bottom and projects above the 
surface of the fluid sulfur mix as it cools to 
avoid development of pressure under the crust 
of sulfur.

Equipment Continued

• Hood to exhaust the Sulfur fumes: 
– SAFETY: The Capping area must be well ventilated.

– SAFETY: The flash point of sulfur is approximately 
440°F and can ignite; if it does, quickly put a cover on 
it. 

Ladle, 

square ruler, 

3 mm Alen wrench,

Calipers,

Wire brush

Equipment Continued 6

4

5

6
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• Feeler Gauge 0.002 in.

• Masonry Stone - used to remove 
concrete protrusions on cylinders by 
rubbing

• Gloves, Apron, Safety Glasses

7

NOTE:  See the Appendix for more 
information on equipment.

Equipment Continued

Capping Materials for Bonded Caps

• The following 4 materials are suitable to use 
for capping:

1. Sulfur Mortar - Covered in this 
certification

NOTE:  Proprietary or laboratory prepared sulfur 
mortars are permitted if allowed to harden a       
minimum of 2 hours before testing concrete 
with strength less than 35 Mpa (5000 psi).  For 
concrete strengths of 35MPa (5,000 psi) or 
greater, sulfur mortar caps must be allowed to 
harden at least 16 hours before testing, unless 
a shorter time has been shown to be suitable.

8

2. Neat Hydraulic Cement Paste –

See Appendix for more information.

3. Neat Portland Cement Paste –

Neat cement paste caps will shrink and crack on drying 
and therefore should be used only for specimens that are 

to be moist-cured continuously until time of testing.

See Appendix for more information.

4. High Strength Gypsum Plaster –

Do not immerse cores with Gypsum caps in water and do 
not store them in a moist room for more than 4 hours.  If 
stored in a moist room, the plaster caps shall be protected 
against water dripping on their surfaces.

See Appendix for more information.

9Capping Materials Continued

7

8

9
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• Test capping materials for compressive strength 
per AASHTO T106M/T106 before using. 

• If sulfur mortar or high strength gypsum plaster 
are to be used to test concrete with a strength 
greater than    7000 psi, manufacturer or the user 
of the material must provide documentation.     
(Keep this in the quality control manual.)

• The strength of the capping material shall be 
determined on receipt of a new lot and at 
intervals not exceeding 3 months.   

(Keep the test reports in the lab’s quality control manual.)

QUALIFYING CAPPING MATERIALS

10

• The compressive strength of capping materials 
shall be determined by testing 2-in cubes 
following the procedure described in AASHTO 
T106M/T106.

• If a given lot of the capping 

material fails to conform to 

the strength requirements, 

it shall not be used.

See the Appendix for more information.

Qualifying Capping Materials 11

SPECIMENS – Freshly Molded

– Use only Neat Portland Cement Paste to 
cap freshly molded cylinders.  

–Make caps as thin as practical. 

– Do not apply the neat paste to the 
exposed end until the concrete has 
ceased settling in the molds, generally 
from 2 to 4 hours after molding.

More information in the Appendix.

12

10

11

12
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION

• Specimens will be prepared as defined in 
AASHTO T23 & T24 prior to capping.

• Core measured per AASHTO T148.

• If necessary, reduce the length of a core to 
L/D ratio of 2.0

• No projections to exceed 0.2 in. (5 mm) 
above the end surface.

• The end surface shall not depart from 
perpendicularity to the longitudinal axis by 
more than 0.5 degrees.

13

END CONDITION

14

Check the ends using a square.

Checking the end conditions of an 

uncapped cylinder using a square ruler and 

a 3mm (1/8” in.) Allen wrench:  

Tap the wrench several times across the     

top of the cylinder were the ruler meets 

the cylinder, to check for gaps. 

Move the ruler around to check positions    

1, 2, and 3.  Flip the cylinder and repeat.

• If the end of the cylinder exceeds 3mm, cut 

and grind to correct.

New Slide 15

END CONDITION

13

14

15
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New Slide 16

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3

END CONDITION

Specimen Preparation 17

• Saw the ends to square.

• Specimens de-burred using masonry brick. 

• Smooth ends to meet perpendicularity and 
planeness requirements.

PROCEDURE

18

16

17

18
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SAFETY: Wear protective clothing such as an 
apron, safety glasses, and gloves before using 
hot melted sulfur.

SAFETY: Plug sulfur pot in WITHOUT the use 
of an extension cord.

SAFETY :  Keep water away from molten sulfur 
mortar!

Capping with Sulfur MortarCapping with Sulfur Mortar

19

• Fill sulfur pot 2/3 full of flake sulfur.

• Preheat to about 265°F (130°C). 

• Periodically check the temperature with an 
all-metal thermometer.

• After heating sulfur 5 times, discard.

• When adding fresh sulfur mortar ensure it is 
dry.

Capping with Sulfur Mortar 20

▪ Select a clean 
alignment device that 
fits the specimen.

( 4” or 6” in diameter)

▪ Check that the plate is 
free of gouges or 
grooves greater than 
0.25mm (0.010in) 
deep.

Capping with Sulfur Mortar

Alignment Device

21

19

20

21
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Capping with Sulfur Mortar 22

This will help ensure that 
you won’t drop the core 
or cylinder into hot sulfur 
and splash it on you.  

(Wear protective clothing).

Capping with Sulfur Mortar

Practice Setting the Core

23

• When sulfur is melted 
and has reached 
temperature, lightly oil 
the base of the 
alignment device.  

– This should be 
performed before 
each cap.  

• Use oil or a non-stick 
cooking spray.

Capping with Sulfur Mortar

Oiling the Capping Plate

24

22

23

24
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• Sulfur mortar is ready at approximately 265°F 
(130°C).  Discard after 5 uses.

- Sulfur separates and develops an oily film.

- Sulfur also builds up on the ladle, clean it 
by striking it with the rawhide mallet.

Molten Sulfur Mortar

25

• Warm the capping 
plate by filling it with 
molten sulfur mortar. 

• Allow the sulfur to cool 
and harden.  (in about 
45 seconds it will turn 
to a dull color).

• Hit the capping plate 
with a rawhide mallet 
on both sides to 
remove sulfur from the 
plate.  

Capping with Sulfur Mortar

Warming the Plates

If a tool is used to 
facilitate getting the harden 
sulfur loose, be careful not 
to gouge the plate. 26

• Ensure that the ends 
of the specimen are 
free of moisture.

• Lightly oil the capping 
plate.

• Stir the sulfur, ladle 
into the capping plate.

• Quickly set the 
specimen into the 
sulfur, being sure to 
keep it against the 
alignment blocks.

Capping a Specimen

27

25

26

27
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• Continue to hold the 
test specimen against 
the alignment blocks 
for approximately 45 
seconds till sulfur 
hardens.

(The edges of the sulfur will 
turn flat or dull as it cools.)

Capping with Sulfur Mortar

Capping a Specimen

28

• After the sulfur has 
hardened, tap the plate 
with the rawhide mallet 
on both sides of the 
specimen.

• Gently twist the 
specimen and pull 
straight up, being 
careful not to hit the 
cap against the bottom 
alignment blocks.

Capping a Specimen

29

Checking Finished Caps (Daily Check)

During each day’s capping operation, check the 
planeness, soundness, and thickness of the caps prior 
to compression testing on at least 3 specimens, 
selected at random, representing the start, middle, and 
end of a run.

30

28

29

30
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Soundness CheckSoundness Check

• Check soundness by 
using a metal object; 
lightly tap or rub the 
cap. If a hollow sound 
is produced, an 
unsatisfactory cap is 
indicated.  Remove the 
sulfur cap and recast. 
If no hollow sound is 
heard, the cap is good 
for soundness check.

Note:    A bad cap can be 
removed  from the end of 
the specimen using taps 
from the mallet. 31

Planeness CheckPlaneness Check
• Using a straight edge 

and feeler gage, check to 
ensure the cap is within 
0.002 in. (0.05mm) of 
planeness at three 
different diameters.

Record the results.

Check for hollow areas.

If caps fail to satisfy the 
planeness requirement or 
has hollow areas, remove 
and reapply the caps. 

32

Cap Thickness Check (After Testing)

• After completing the compression test, recover 
at least 6 pieces of capping material from the 
top of the selected specimen (can use hammer 
and chisel).  The pieces shall be selected at 
random and be distributed over the entire area 
of the cap.  The selected pieces shall have 
double bonded completely from the concrete.  

33

31

32

33
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• Measure and record the thickness of the 
pieces to the nearest 0.01 in. (0.2mm) using 
a micrometer or caliper.  Compare the 
average and maximum thickness with the 
values in Table 1, record the results of the 
thickness determination in the Quality Control 
document.

34Cap Thickness

35

Protecting Specimens After Capping

• Moist-cured specimens shall be maintained in 
a moist condition between the completion of 
capping and the time of testing by returning 
them to moist storage.  

A.  A drilled core is returned to its plastic bag.

B.  A concrete cylinder is wrapped in wet  
burlap and returned to moist storage. 

• Do not test capped specimens before the 
capping material has had sufficient time to 
develop the required strength.

36

34

35

36
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37

Final Length(L)/Diameter(D) Ratio 
will be determined after capping:

CALCULATIONS
For Bounded Capped Specimens

CALCULATIONS
For Bounded Capped Specimens

REPORTING

• Record in a Quality Control Document or 
Manual the following:

–Any documentation from manufacturer on 
the compressive strength of capping 
material.

–Three-month qualification test reports on the   
2-inch cubes when checking compressive 
strength of capping material.

–Cap thickness check measurements 

–Planeness check measurements

–Soundness check

38

37

38
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AASHTO T 231:  Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens  
 

PROFICIENCY CHECKLIST 
 
Applicant____________________________________________ 
 
Employer____________________________________________ 
 

                                                                                                                                            
Trial # 

1 2 

General   
1. Capping plates and alignment device checked and in good condition    
2. Qualified capping material tested for strength every 3 months and reports are 

kept in a Quality Control Manual  
  

3. Test specimens prepared and cured in accordance with AASHTO T 23, and T 24   
4. Test specimens measured per AASHTO T 148    
5. End conditions are checked    

- Removed coatings or deposits and roughed with a wire brush if needed   
- Uncapped end from a plane is perpendicular to the axis not to exceed 

0.125 in (3mm) 
  

6.  Types of Capping Material  
                                                      High Strength Gypsum Plaster 
                                                      Neat Hydraulic Cement Paste 
                                                      Neat Portland Cement Paste 
                                                      Sulfur Mortar 

  

Sulfur Mortar Capping was Used, Procedure Below   
1.  Sulfur mortar heated to about 265°F (130°C)   
2.  Sulfur pot 2/3 full, added only dry sulfur   (Discarded sulfur after heated 5 times)   
3.  Selected the correct size of alignment device and set up the blocks accordingly    
4. Lightly oiled the plate   
5.  Warmed the capping plate with hot sulfur, allowed to cool, and removed   
6.  Lightly oiled the plate again   
7.  Set the specimen into the sulfur keeping it against the alignment blocks   
8.  Waited till sulfur hardened   
9.  Tapped the plate with a rawhide mallet on both sides of the specimen   
10.  Removed the specimen with cap without damaging it, repeated steps for the 
other end 

  

11.  Checked finished caps for soundness and planeness of no more than 0.002 in 
(0.05mm) 

  

12.  Stored sulfur capped specimen in a moist condition until tested   
   
 
 

PASS PASS 

 FAIL FAIL 
                                                                                                                               
Examiner:_________________________________Date:__________________ 
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ASTM C1231
Use of Unbonded Caps in 

Determination of Compressive 
Strength of Hardened Cylindrical 

Concrete Specimens

Rev; 09/13/2023

SCOPE, SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

This practice covers requirements for a capping 
system using unbonded caps for testing 
concrete cylinders molded in accordance with 
AASHTO T23 , or cores obtained in accordance 
with Test Method AASHTO T24 in lieu of 
capping systems described in AASHTO T231 
(Sulfur Capping).

2

Unbonded neoprene pads are permitted for a 
specified number of uses up to a certain 
concrete strength level and then require 
qualification testing.

Qualification testing is required for all 
elastomeric materials other than neoprene 
regardless of the concrete strength.

3Significance and Use

1

2

3
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Unbonded caps are not to be used for 
compressive strength below 1,500 psi or 
above 12,000 psi.

Note: Values stated in either SI units or 
inch-pound units are to be regarded 
separately as standard.  The values stated in 
each system may not be exact equivalents; 
therefore, each system shall be used 
independently of the other.  

Significance and Use 4

• Pad – an unbonded elastomeric pad

• Unbonded Cap – A metal retainer and an 
elastomeric pad

5

The elastomeric pads deform in initial loading 
to conform to the contour of the ends of the 
test specimens, they are restrained from 
excessive lateral spreading by plates and 
metal rings to provide a uniform distribution of 
load.

Significance and Use 6

4

5

6
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Materials and equipment necessary to produce 
ends of reference specimens that conform to 
planeness requirements of Test methods 
AASHTO T22 (Testing Compressive Strength) 
and AASHTO T231 (sulfur capping).

7

Elastomeric Pads (Neoprene)

• Thickness: 1/2” ± 1/16”

• Diameter: Shall not be more than 1/16 inch 
smaller than the inside diameter of the 
retaining ring.

Apparatus 8

Elastomeric Pads (Neoprene)

• Meet the requirements of Classification ASTM 
D2000 as follows in Chart A:

Apparatus 9

7

8

9
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• The tolerance on Shore A durometer hardness 
is ± 5 units.

• Pads will be made of Neoprene.

• Table 1 provides requirements for use of 
caps. 

Apparatus Elastomeric Pads 10

Compressive 
Strength,A Mpa (psi) 

Shore A
Durometer

Hardness

Qualification 
Tests 

Required

Max
Reuses

Less than 10 (1500) - Not permitted -

10 to 40 
(1500 to 6000)

50 None 100

17 to 50 
(2500 to 7000)

60 None 100

28 to 50 
(4000 to 7000)

70 None 100

50 to 80 
(7000 to 12000)

70 Required 50

Greater than 80 (12000) - Not permitted -

A Compressive strength of concrete at age of testing as specified in contract 

Documents.  For acceptance testing , it is the specified compressive strength fc

TABLE 1 Requirements for Use of Neoprene Pads

Other elastomeric materials that meet the 
performance requirements of qualification tests 
are permitted.  

Apparatus Elastomeric Pads 12

10

11

12
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The user shall:

1. Maintain a record indicating the date the 
pads are placed in service.

2. The pad durometer number.

3. The number of uses to which the pads have 
been subjected.

Apparatus Elastomeric Pads 13

Retainers

• Provide support for and alignment of pads 
and test specimens.

• Height shall be 1.0± 0.1 inch.

Apparatus 14

The inside diameter of 
the retaining ring shall 
not be less than 102% 
or greater than 107% 
of the diameter of the 
specimen. 

15Materials and Apparatus - Retainers

Surface shall be plane to within 0.002”.
Bearing surfaces of retainers shall have no 
gouges, grooves, or indents larger than 0.001 
inch deep or 0.5 inch2 in the surface area.

13

14

15
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Figure 1 Example of Retaining Ring and Base Plate

16

TEST SPECIMENS

• Made in accordance with AASHTO T23, or 
cores obtained in accordance with test 
method AASHTO T24.

• Depressions under a straight edge measured 
with a round wire gage across any diameter 
shall not exceed 0.20 inch.  

• If the specimen ends do not meet this 
tolerance, the specimen shall not be tested
unless irregularities are corrected by sawing 
or grinding.

17

Test Specimens
• Unbounded caps are permitted to be used on one 

or both ends of a test specimen in lieu of cap or 
caps meeting practice AASHTO T231, provided the 
caps meet the requirements of  ASTMC1231. 

• Verify that the pads meet specified requirements:

–½ inch thick.

– Diameter no more than 1/16 inch smaller than the 
inside diameter of the ring.

– Pad Hardness and Maximum uses meet Table 1.

• Insert pad into retainer before placing it on the 
cylinder.

Note – Some manufacturers recommend dusting the pads 
and the ends of the specimens with corn starch or talcum 
powder prior to testing.

18

16

17

18
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Replace pads that do not meet the dimensional 
requirements or when they exceed the 
maximum reuse limits of Table 1.

Complete the load application, testing, 
calculation, and reporting of results in 
accordance with test method AASHTO T22.

19

20

SAFETY:  Due to sudden 
release of energy while testing  
with neoprene pads, it is a 
good practice to use a wrap for 
the cylinder, not only for safety 
reasons but also to protect 
equipment from damage.

Note:  The testing machine 
may have a cage for testing 
safety.  

Tips

• Check durometer of pads against requirements 
for the strength of cylinders being tested.

• Record date pads were placed in service and 
the number of reuses (100 maximum up to 7000 

psi; 50 maximum from 7000 to 12000 psi).

• Examine pads carefully for cracks or splits.

• For strength levels above 7000 psi; 
qualification of the neoprene caps is required.

21

19

20

21
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MODOTInformation only: 

When choosing a capping system at MoDOT;

• Drilled cores are sulfur capped (AASHTO T231).

• 28-day Cylinders typically test in the 4000 to 
7000 psi range, in this case we use Neoprene 
Pads with Shore A Durometer Hardness of 70. 
No qualification of pads required.  (See Table 1)

• In rare occasions when testing older cylinders,  
day 56 or more, when the compressive strength 
is over 7,000 psi, MoDOT will use sulfur caps 
(ASHTO T231).  

22

23

See the Appendix for:

Qualification of Un-bonded Caps
Used for Testing Specimens
Over 7,000 PSI Compressive 

Strength

22

23
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Compressive 
Strength of 

Cylindrical Concrete 
Specimens

Revised 09/19/2023

AASHTO T22

MODOT EPG
Section 501.1.3.5

Compressive Strength

• Compressive Strength on cylindrical specimens:
*Are performed in the field and in the lab.

*Will use size 6 x 12” or 4 x 8” cylinders.
*To control concrete production.

• All concrete tests, air, slump, as well as specimens 
for compressive strength should be secured from 
a single batch of concrete.

• Fill the cylinder molds with fresh concrete per 
AASHTO T23 or ASTM C31.  

• When placing caps on the molds avoid damage to 
the surface of the concrete and keep the lids on 
tight to prevent moisture loss. 2updated

• Bearing block - Steel piece to distribute the load 
from the testing machine to the specimen.

• Lower bearing block – Steel piece placed under the 
specimen to distribute the load from the testing 
machine to the specimen.

• Platen – primary bearing surface of the testing 
machine.

• Spacer – Steel piece used to elevate the lower 
bearing block to accommodate test specimens of 
various heights.

• Upper bearing block – Steel assembly suspended 
above the specimen that is capable of tilting to 
bear uniformity on the top of the specimen.

3

TERMINOLOGY

New slide 

1

2

3
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SUMMARY

This test method covers determination of 
compressive strength of cylindrical concrete 
specimens such as molded cylinders and drilled 
cores.  It is limited to concrete having a unit 
weight more than 50 lb./ft3.

A compressive axial load is applied to molded 
cylinders or drilled cores at a rate that is within 
a prescribed range until failure occurs. 

The compressive strength of the specimen is 
calculated by dividing the maximum load by the 
cross-sectional area of the specimen. 4

This test method may be used to determine 
compressive strength of cylindrical specimens 
prepared and cured in accordance with;

AASHTO T22:   Compressive Strength Testing

AASHTO T23:   Making & Curing Concrete 
……………………. Specimens in the Field.

AASHTO T24:   Obtaining & Testing Drilled Cores    
………………………and Sawed Beams of Concrete

AASHTO T231:  Bonded Capping (Sulfur)

ASTM C1231:    Neoprene Unbonded Capping

5

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

Strength values obtained will depend on the 
following:

A.  Size and shape of the specimen

B.  Batching and mixing procedures

C.  Methods of sampling and molding

D.  Age, temperature

E.  Moisture conditions during curing

6Significance and Use

4

5

6
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The results of this test may be used as a basis for:

A.  Quality control of concrete

B.  Proportioning 

C.  Mixing

D.  Placing operations

E.  Determination of compliance with

specification

F.   Control for evaluating effectiveness of 

admixtures and similar uses

7Significance and Use

APPARATUS
– Load indication shall not exceed 0.1% of full-

scale load.
– Applies continuous load without shock.
– Capable of registering loads as specified in the 

test method.
– Percent error shall not exceed ± 1.0% of the 

indicated load.
–Must be calibrated annually not to exceed 13 

months, when relocated, after repairs, or when 
reason to doubt accuracy. 

– The testing machine includes a protective cage 
to protect the operator from flying particles as 
the cylinder is broken.

See Appendix for more information on the testing 
machine, bearing blocks, Load Indication.

8

SPECIMENS
Specimens may be prepared for testing either by 

AASHTO T231 “Bonded Caps” 

OR 

ASTM C1231 “Un-bonded Caps”

9

7

8

9
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Specimens shall not be tested if any 
individual diameter of a cylinder differs from 
any other diameter of the same cylinder by 
more than 2%.

- Ratio range = 0.98 – 1.02%

- Divide two measurements to find the ratio.

Updated slide

The ends of the test specimens shall not 
depart from perpendicularity to the axis by more 
than 0.5 degrees.

For a 6 x 12 inch cylinder 

That’s about equivalent to 0.12 inches in 12 
inches. (3mm in 300mm) = use a 3mm wrench

For a 4 x 8 inch cylinder

That’s about equivalent to 0.08 inches in            
8 inches. (2mm in 200mm.) = use a 2mm 
wrench

11

• Use a square ruler and a hex 

wrench to measure.

2mm hex wrench for a (4 x 8)

3mm hex wrench for a (6 x 12)

If the wrench slips through,
saw or grind to correct.

New Slide 12

Perpendicularity Check

10

11

12
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• The ends of the specimens that are not plane,   
within 0.002 inches, shall be sawed or 
ground to meet the 0.002 inch tolerance.

OR

–Capped using bonded capping, AASHTO 
T231.  

OR

–When permitted unbonded capping, ASTM 
C1231/C1231M.

13Specimens

14

• Two measurements taken at right angles at 
mid-height of specimen to the nearest 0.01 
inch.

• Average the diameters to determine the cross-
sectional area of the test specimen to the 
nearest 0.01 inch.

Average Diameter

7.3 

DIAMETER

Updated slide

Determine the average diameter.
Readings from Caliper:

15

13

14

15
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Average Diameter, Number to Measure

• If all specimens were made from a single lot of 
molds that consistently produced the same 
average diameters within a range of 0.02 inch.

Measure one for each 10 specimens

OR

Measure three per day 
(Whichever is greater)

• When average diameters do not fall within the 
range of 0.02 inch, each specimen tested 
must be measured individually, and the value 
used in the calculation of  its compressive 
strength.

16

When the diameters are measured at the 
reduced frequency, the cross-sectional areas of 
all cylinders tested on that day shall be 
computed from the average of the diameters of 
the three or more cylinders representing the 
group tested that day.

17

18

Length-to-Diameter Correction Factor 
Table

L/D 1.75 1.50 1.25 1.00

Factor 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.87

Calculations

Length/Diameter Ratio:
• Specimens shall be corrected to a L/D ratio of 

2.0 when practical. 

If specimen L/D ratio is 1.75 or less correct the 
results obtained by multiplying by the 
appropriate correction factor listed above. 
Interpolate, as necessary.

16

17

18
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If measurement of density of the test specimen is 
to be determined, determine the mass of the 
specimen before capping.

Remove any surface moisture with a towel and 
measure the mass of the specimen using a scale 
that is accurate to within 0.3 percent of the mass 
being measured.  

Measure the length of the specimen to the nearest 
0.05 inch at three locations spaced evenly around 
the circumference. 

Compute the average length and recorded to the 
nearest 1 mm (0.05 inch).  

19

DENSITY

Density - Methods
• When required, calculate the density of the 

specimen to the nearest 1lb/ft3 . 

• Density must be completed prior to capping.

Determine by one of the two methods:

1. Specimen Dimension Method

2.  Submerged Weighing Method

20New slide 

Density =     Mass of specimen (lb.)
Volume of specimen (ft3)

Volume comes from the average diameter 
and average length or from weighing the 
cylinder in air and submerged. 

• Submerged Weighing Method -
– Remove any surface moisture with a towel
– Determine weight in air
– Submerge the specimen in water at a 

temperature of 73.5 ± 3.5⁰F and determine 
the weight.

21

Density - Methods

New slide 

19

20

21
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22New slide 

23

When density determination is not required and 
the length to diameter ratio is less than 1.8 or 
more than 2.2 measure the length of the 
specimen to the nearest 0.05 in.

PROCEDURE

Compression tests of moist-cured specimens 
shall be completed as soon as practicable after 
removal from moist storage.

24

22

23

24
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Test specimens shall be kept moist by any 
convenient method during the period between 
removal from moist storage and testing.  They 
shall be tested in the moist condition.

25

All test specimens for a given test age shall be 
broken within the permissible time tolerances 
prescribed as shown in Table 2.

The test age shall start at the beginning of casting 
specimens, unless MoDOT states otherwise.

26

27

Placing the Specimen

Wipe clean the bearing faces of the upper 
and lower-bearing blocks and of the test 
specimen.

25

26

27
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Place the specimen on the lower bearing block.

28

Verification of Alignment

• Place ≤ 10% of 
anticipated load on 
specimen.

• Verify the alignment 
of the specimen.

• Check the axis of 
the cylinder, that is 
does not depart from 
the vertical by more 
than 0.5°
(Equals ⅛” in 12”).

29New slide 

When using unbonded 
caps (neoprene), place a 
wrap around the cylinder 
to control the fracture and 
for safety.

Center the cylinder 
under the upper 
bearing block.

30

28

29

30
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31

Initially load specimen.
Gently rotate the upper bearing block as it is 
brought to bear on the specimen. 

32

Secure the 
protective cage. 

Zero Verification and Block Seating – Prior to 
testing the specimen, verify that the load indicator 
is set to zero. 

In cases where the indicator is not properly set to 
zero, adjust the indicator. 

As the spherically seated block is brought to bear 
on the specimen, rotate its movable portion gently 
by hand so that uniform seating is obtained.

NOTE:  The technique used to verify and adjust 
the load indicator to zero will vary depending on 
the machine manufacturer.  

33

31

32

33
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34

Reset ultimate load indicator to zero.

Rate of Loading – Apply the load continuously 
and without shock, except as permitted by 
ASTM C1231/C1231M, until the specimen has 
failed.

The load shall be applied at a rate of movement 
(platen to crosshead measurement) 
corresponding to a stress rate on the specimen 
of 35 ± 7 psi/s.  The designated rate of 
movement shall be maintained at least during 
the latter half of the anticipated loading phase.

35

NOTE:  For a screw-driven or displacement-
controlled testing machine, preliminary testing 
will be necessary to establish the required rate of 
movement to achieve the specified stress rate. 

During application of the first half of the 
anticipated loading phase, a higher rate of 
loading may be permitted.  Apply the higher 
loading rate in a controlled manner so the 
specimen is not subjected to shock loading.

Do not adjust the rate of movement (platen to 
crosshead) as the ultimate load is being 
approached and the stress rate decreases due to 
cracking in the specimen)

36

34

35

36
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37

NOTE: Machine speed of travel for 4” 
diameter specimens differs from 6” diameter 
substantially. 

As a rule, use the following load rates:
4” specimens, approx. 450 lbs./force/sec
6” specimens, approx. 1000 lbs./force/sec

Actual ranges:  
4”diameter specimens→ 352-528 lbs./force/sec
6”diameter specimens→792-1187 lbs./force/sec

Apply the compressive load until the load 
indicator shows that the load is decreasing 
steadily, and the specimen displays a well-defined 
fracture pattern.

For a testing machine equipped with a specimen 
break detector, automatic shutoff of the testing 
machine is prohibited until the load has dropped 
to a value that is less than 95percent of the peak 
load. 

When testing with unbonded caps, a corner 
fracture may occur before the ultimate capacity of 
the specimen has been reached.  Continue 
compressing the specimen until the user is certain 
that the ultimate capacity has been reached.  

38

39

TESTING

37

38

39
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40

Place the cylinder 

on its side so that 
the wrap may be 
removed, and the 
type of fracture can 
be determined.

The specimen can now be disposed of in 
accordance with office practice.

Record the maximum load carried by the 
specimen during the test. 

Note the type of fracture pattern according to 
Figure 2. 

If the fracture pattern is not one of the typical 
patterns shown, briefly sketch and describe the 
fracture. 

41

Figure 2:  A Few Types of Fracture Patterns

42

40

41

42
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Example of a Fracture Pattern

43

44

CALCULATIONS

Calculate the compressive strength of the 
specimen by dividing the maximum load carried 
by the specimen during the test by the average 
cross-sectional area, report the result to the 
nearest 10 psi.

L = Ultimate Load in pounds 

A = Cross-sectional Area in square inches

45

A

L
=  Compressive Strength (psi)

43

44

45
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Calculate  Out-of-roundness

46

Example:
d1 = 6.20 inches
d2 = 6.12 inches

(6.20 – 6.12)  x 100 =   1.31 =   
6.12

This specimen is not out-of-round; good to test!

Note: d1 = the larger 
diameter; d2 = the 
smaller diameter 

47

The two diameters (d1) and (d2) in inches and 
averaged = (Da).

(d) and Da are reported to the nearest 0.01 inch

=  Average = Da

The diameter average (Da)

is used to calculate the 

cross-sectional area (A).

2

2d1d +

Calculations

Calculating the Average Diameter

48

.
)()(

in(A)sq. area
4

DaxDa
=



π  = 3.14159  

(Da) – reported to the nearest 0.01 inch
(A) – reported to the nearest 0.01 sq. inch

Calculating the Cross-sectional area of the cylinder

.(A)sq. 
4

)(
inarea

Da
=



The above equation can be condensed to this:

46

47

48
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Calculating the Compressive Strength

49

L = Ultimate Load in Lbs.        
A = Average Cross-Sectional Area

Compressive Strength = 

Calculation of compressive strength example:

When required, calculate the density of the

specimen to the nearest kg/m3 (1lb/ft3) as 
follows:

density = W/V

W = mass of specimen, kg (lb.)

V = volume of specimen computed from the 
average diameter and average length    

OR

From weighing the cylinder in air and 
submerged, m3 (ft3).

50Calculations

REPORTING
• Results shall be reported on standard forms 

approved for use by MoDOT.

• Identification number.

• Average Measured Diameter (and length if 
outside the range of 1.8D to 2.2D), in 
millimeters or inches.

• Cross-sectional area, in square centimeters  
or square inches.

• Maximum load.

• Compressive strength calculated to the 
nearest  10 psi.

51

49

50

51
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52

• When two or more companion cylinders tested 
at the same age are reported, calculate the 
average compressive strength using the 
unrounded individual compressive strength 
values. Report the average compressive-
strength rounded to the nearest 10 psi.

• Type of fracture
• Defects in specimen or caps.  

• Age of specimen

• When determined, record the density to the 
nearest 1 lb./ft3 (10kg/m3).

• Serial number of delivery ticket, if available.  

Reporting

Common Errors

53

• Testing machine loading rate other than       
35 ± 7 psi/sec.

• Not cleaning neoprene pad and controller 
prior to use.

• Not centering the specimen under the upper 
bearing block.

• Un-calibrated testing machine.

• Not zeroing the testing machine.

54

Class Problem

Enlarged copies are 
at the end of
this module.

(Show your work, formulas used, and circle the reported answer.)

52

53

54
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5555Round to the nearest 10 psi

Extra Problem

1. Calculate out of roundness:
• Diameter 1 = 4.04 

• Diameter 2 = 4.02

Did it pass roundness?  

2. Calculate Average Diameter.

3. Calculate Cross-sectional Area of the cylinder.

4. Calculate the Compressive Strength:
• Maximum Load = 76,880 lb.

56New Slide

57

57

55

56
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AASHTO T 97

Flexural Strength of Concrete

(Using Simple Beam with Third-Point Loading)

Rev  08/16/2023

SCOPE
• This test method covers determination of the 

flexural strength of concrete by the use of a 
simple beam with third-point loading.

2

3

Loading Block:
Used to apply a force 
to the beam.

Support Block:
Used to support 
the beam.

TERMINOLOGY

New slide

Load span

1

2

3
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• This test method is used to determine the flexural 
strength of specimens prepared and cured in 
accordance with AASHTO Methods T 23, T 24M/T 
24, or R 39.

• Results are calculated and reported as the Modulus 
Of Rupture (MOR).

• Strength will vary where there are differences in 
specimen size, preparation, moisture conditioning, 
curing, or where the beam has been molded or 
sawed to size.

4

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

• The results are used to determine compliance with 
specifications or as a basis for proportioning, 
mixing, and placement operations.

• The results are used in testing concrete for 
construction of slabs and pavements.

• Flexural Strength: Flexural strength of a material is defined 
as the maximum bending stress that can be applied to that 
material before it yields.

• Span Length:  Distance between lines of support, or 
reaction, for the beam specimen; equal to three times the 
nominal depth of the beam.

5Significance and Use and terminology

Terminology

updated Slide

APPARATUS

• Shall conform to practice ASTM E4.

• Must be capable of applying a load at uniform rate 
without shock or interruption.

• Capable of maintaining span length and distances 
between load-applying blocks constant within ± 0.05 
inches.

6

4

5

6
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• The ratio of the horizontal distance between the
point of application of the load and the point of
application of the nearest reaction to the depth of
the beam shall be 1.0 ± 0.03

• The load-applying and support blocks should not be
more than 2½ inches high and should extend
entirely across or beyond the full width of the
specimen.

• The load-applying and support blocks should be
maintained in a vertical position and in contact with
the rod or ball by means of spring-loaded screws
that hold them in contact with the pivot rod or ball.

7Apparatus

Concrete Beam Testing Video:

8

8

TESTING
• Sides shall be at right angles to the top with smooth 

surfaces.

• All surfaces shall be smooth and free of scars, 
indentations, holes, or inscribed identification marks.

• Molded Beams are 20 inches in length.

• Sawed Beams must be at least 21 inches in length.

9

1”1”

L = Span Length 18”
Molded Beam

1 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 1 =  20”
Molded Beam= 6 inches

7

8

9
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PROCEDURE

• Specimens shall be kept moist during the period 
between removal from moist storage and testing.

NOTE: Surface drying of the specimen results in a 
reduction in the measured flexural strength.

NOTE: Methods for keeping the specimen moist 
include wrapping in moist fabric or matting or keeping 
specimens under lime water in containers near the 
flexural testing machine until time of testing.

10

Beam Tolerances for specimen ages:

Test Age Permissible Tolerance

24 hours ± 0.5 hours

3 days ± 2 hours

7 days ± 6 hours

28 days ± 20 hours

90 days ± 2 days

11New Slide

• Turn a molded beam on its side for testing and 
center it on the support blocks.

• When using a sawed beam, position it so that 
the tension face corresponds to the top or 
bottom of the specimen as cut from the parent 
material. 

Procedure 12

Side

Molded beam placement

10

11

12
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• Center the loading system in relation to the 
applied force.

• Bring the load-applying blocks in contact with the 
surface of the specimen at the third points and 
apply a load of between 3 to 6 percent of the 
estimated ultimate load.

13Procedure

• Use leaf-type feeler gauges 0.10mm (0.004”) and 
0.40mm (0.015”) to determine whether any gap 
between the specimen and the load-applying or 
support blocks is greater or lesser than each of 
the gauges over a length of 25mm (1”) or more.

14Procedure Image is from CTTP Arkansas

• Grind, cap, or use leather shims on the specimen 
contact surface to eliminate any gap in excess of  
0.10mm (0.004”) in width.

– Shims

• Uniform to 6.4 mm (¼ inch) thickness

• 25 to 50 mm (1.0 to 2.0 inches) wide

• Shall extend across the full width of specimen

–Gaps in excess of 0.40mm (0.015”) shall be 
eliminated only by capping or grinding.

15Procedure

13

14

15
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• Load specimen continuously without shock until 
break occurs.

• Apply at a rate that constantly increases the 
maximum stress on the tension face between

0.9 and 1.2 Mpa/min (125-175 psi/min) until       
….rupture

• Loading rate is calculated using the following 
equation:

16Procedure

r =
Sbd2

L

r = loading rate (lb./min)
S = rate of increase in max stress 
on tension face (psi/min)
b = average width (assume 6.00”)
d = average depth (assume 6.00”)
L = span length (assume 18.00”)

Measurement of Specimens After Testing:

1. To determine the dimensions of the specimen  
cross-section for use in calculating modulus of 
rupture;  

– Take measurements across one of the fractured faces 
after testing.

– Take the width and the depth measurements with the 
specimen as oriented for testing.

• For each dimension take one measurement at each 
edge and one at the center of the cross-section.

17 16

2. Use the three measurements for each direction to 

determine the average width and the average 
depth.

3. Take all measurements to the nearest 1.3mm     

..(0.05”).  

NOTE:  If the fracture occurs at a capped section, 
include the cap thickness in the measurement.

18Measurements 

16

17

18
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Measuring of Specimens After Testing:

19Procedure - Measuring

This fracture is in the middle third.

⅓ ⅓ ⅓

20

Measurement of specimen after testing

New Slide

• Within the middle third

–3 measurements width

21Procedure - Measuring

19

20

21
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• Within the middle third

–3 measurements depth

22Procedure - Measuring

CALCULATION

• Fracture in the middle third:

R = Modulus of rupture (psi)
P = Maximum applied load
L = Span length (inches)
b = Average of 3 measurements for width (nearest 0.05”)
d = Average of 3 measurement s for depth (nearest 0.05”)

Calculate to the nearest   5 psi
23

PRACTICE PROBLEM #1

• Fracture in the middle third:

Calculate the modulus of Rupture for the following 
beam, the break was in the middle third:

P = 8675

L = 18 inches

b = 6.05”  is the average of 3 width measurements

d = 6.00”  is the average of 3 depth measurements

Report to the nearest 5 psi
24

22

23

24
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ANSWER

25

P = 8675
L = 18 inches
b = width average = 6.05”
d = depth average = 6.00”

R = 720 psi Report to nearest 5

Create a scale of 5:      715…….718………720
3 2 

2 away is closest ans. = 720

PRACTICE PROBLEM #2

Calculate the modulus of rupture for the following 
beam, the break was in the middle third of the span 
length.  Given the following information:

P = 9,389

L = 18 inches

b = Average width = 6.00

d = Average depth = 5.95

26
Answer    R = 795 psi 

Outside the middle third but within 5% of span length.

6 x 6 x 20” Beam

5.1” 5.1”0.9” 0.9”

If  a fracture occurs outside the middle third but within 5% 
of span length, use the calculation
On the next slide to calculate R = Modulus of Rupture in psi.

18 x 0.05 = 0.9”              5% = 0.9”
New Slide 27

25

26

27
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28

CALCULATION

P = maximum applied load
a = average distance between the line of fracture 
and the nearest support measured on the 
tension surface of the beam, (inches 0.1”) 
b = average width in inches, nearest 0.05”
d = average depth in inches, nearest 0.05”

Calculate to the nearest 5 psi

Fracture outside the middle third, but within 
5% of the span length:

29Procedure - Measuring

Take 3 measurements for width and 3 measurements for depth

And for “a”  in the calculation:  Measure the distance 
between the line of fracture and the nearest support 
measured on the tension surface of the beam, in inches.

5.4”

5.7”

4.8”

N
ea

re
st

 S
u

p
p

o
rt

New Slide

Practice – Problem – Outside Middle Third ≤ 5%

Calculate the modulus that ruptured ≤ 5% outside 
the middle third of the span length:

Depth of beam = 6.05“ = d

Width of beam = 6.10“ = b

Load at break = 8210 lbf = P

Distance of fracture from nearest support = 5.3” = a

30Report to the nearest 5psi

3 x P x a

28

29

30
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ANSWER

Calculate the Modulus = R

English, R =  __3 x 8210 x 5.3 = 586.79 psi

6.10 x 6.05 x 6.05

Report “R” = To the nearest 5 psi  = 585 psi

31

Scale of 5 =      585 . . . .586 . . . . .590
1 3 1 away, makes 585 closest

Updated slide

32

CALCULATION

Fracture outside middle third and more than 
5%of span length:

REPORTING
• Identification number
• Average width to the nearest 1mm (0.05 inch)
• Average depth to the nearest 1mm (0.05 inch)
• Span length in millimeters (inches)
• Maximum applied load in newtons (pounds-force)
• Modulus of Rupture calculated to the nearest

0.05 Mpa (5psi)
• Curing history and apparent moisture condition of

the specimens at the time of test
• If specimens were capped, ground, or if leather

shims were used
• If specimens were sawed or molded and any defects 
• Age of specimen and size

33

31

32

33
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